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Building on the overwhelming success of the
Great APS Graduate Debate, the winning graduate team will
now take on a panel of Secretaries in a generational showdown of
wit, skill and showmanship at the Great APS Debate Round 2.
The event will be hosted by Adam Spencer.

Commissioner’s Role
Mr Stephen Sedgwick was appointed as Public Service
Commissioner under section 45 of the Public Service Act
1999. His five year term began on 14 December 2009.
Mr Sedgwick graduated with Honours in Economics from the
University of Sydney and holds a Master‟s Degree from the
University of London (LSE).
Mr Stephen Sedgwick will open and close the inaugural
Great APS Debate. His other duties at the event also include
the introduction of Adam Spencer and the presentation of
debate team trophies.
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Winning Graduate Team
(Debating for the Affirmative “Government”)

Elizabeth Sinclair
Comcare

Competed in Administrative Appeals Tribunal
National Meeting competition. Competed in
Manfred Lachs Space Law Moot Court
Competition

2010 UNSW Australian School of Business
Honours Colloquium Presenter, Tutor for the
William Witheridge
School of Economics at ANU, Presenter in Final
Department of the
Group project for the ANU Vice Chancellor's
Prime Minister and Cabinet
Course - Unravelling Complexity in 2009, Yr 5 &
6 ACT School Trivia Champion Team Member.

Jeremy Strasser
Attorney-General‟s
Department

Involved in formal debating since year 8, when
team won the D grade (year 9) competition of
the Debating Association of Victoria.
Subsequently moved to Canada where there
was no debating competition in the region.
Involved in a lot of informal debating in line with
studies in philosophy at University.
Has extensive experience as an MC and
Performer of Improvised theatre.
Keen, humorous and active debater.

Frances Bevan
Department of Foreign
Affairs and Trade

Tess McSpedden
AusAID

Member of the Australian Team at World
Schools Debating championships 2003 (Peru)
and 2004 (Germany). Tasmanian State Team
member 2002 (Adelaide) and 2003 (Brisbane)
runners up National Championships.
Adjudicator with Australian Debating Federation
2004-2009

University Level Debating representing
University of Technology Sydney at Easters
Novice Debating Competitions in 2000 & 2001.
Solicitor working in commercial litigation at
Minter Ellison Lawyers for 4+ years.
Various client seminars for Minter Ellison
Lawyers.
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Secretary Panel
(Debating for the Negative “Opposition”)
Ms Jane Halton PSM
Secretary
Department of Health & Ageing

Mr Finn Pratt PSM
Secretary
Department of Families, Housing,
Community Services and Indigenous Affairs

Mr Andrew Metcalfe
Secretary
Department of Immigration and Citizenship

Mr Dennis Richardson
Secretary
Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade

Ms Glenys Beauchamp
Secretary
Department of Regional Australia, Regional
Development and Local Government
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Secretary Bio
Ms Jane Halton PSM, Secretary, Department of Health and Ageing.
Jane is a member of the board of the Australian Institute of Health and Welfare, a board
member of the National E-Health Transition Authority and a Commissioner of the Australian
Commission on Safety and Quality in Health Care. She is also on the executive board of the
Institute for Health Metrics and Evaluation at the University of Washington and on the
Advisory Boards of the Centre for Applied Philosophy and Public Ethics (CAPPE), and the
Melbourne Institute Advisory Board.
Jane is the chair of the OECD‟s Health Committee. She was an Executive Board Member on
the World Health Organisation (WHO) 2004-2007 and President of the World Health Assembly
(2007), and was Vice-Chair of the Executive Board 2005-2006 and Chair of the WHO
Program, Budget and Administration Committee 2005-2007. She is currently Chair of the
WHO Intergovernmental Meeting on Pandemic Influenza Preparedness. Jane was a
Commissioner of the Health Insurance Commission from 2002 to 2005 and was Chair of the
Australian Obesity Taskforce (2003-2006). She also chaired the National Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander Health Council between 2002-2008. She was co-chair of the
Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) Group on Health between
2002-2007. Jane was also a Commissioner of the Australian Sports Commission between
2008-2010.
Prior to her appointment in January 2002 as Secretary of the Department of Health and
Ageing, Jane Halton was Executive Co-ordinator, Department of the Prime Minister and
Cabinet (PM&C) and was responsible for advising on all aspects of Australian Government
Social Policy including the Status of Women. Prior to joining PM&C, Jane Halton was national
program manager of the Australian Government's Aged and Community Care Program with
responsibilities for long term care. Jane holds an honours degree in Psychology from the
Australian National University, is a fellow of the Australian Institute of Management and an
honorary fellow of the Australian College of Health Service Executives. She was awarded the
Public Service Medal in 2002, and the Centenary Medal in 2003. Jane is married with two
sons.

Mr Finn Pratt

PSM, Secretary, Department of Families, Housing, Community Services and
Indigenous Affairs. Appointed April 2011.
Finn has a distinguished career and more than 27 years of experience including in developing
employment policies and managing labour market services and programs. He played a major
role in developing and implementing Job Network and the Working Nation programs.
In 2009, Finn was appointed Secretary of the Department of Human Services. In this role,
Finn was responsible for leading the major reform of Australian Government service delivery
in order to give Australians better access to social, health and welfare services. Prior to his
appointment as Secretary of the Department of Human Services, Finn was the CEO of
Centrelink where he made it a priority to experience first-hand Centrelink‟s front line
operations. In 2007, Finn was appointed the Associate Secretary of the Department of
Education, Employment and Workplace Relations (DEEWR). He was responsible for the
workplace relations functions of DEEWR, providing policy and legal advice on workplace
relations, occupational health and safety and workers‟ compensation matters.
Finn was awarded the Public Service Medal in 2008, for driving significant and innovative
reforms to public employment services and workplace relations in Australia.
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Secretary Bio
Mr Andrew Metcalfe,

Secretary, Department of Immigration and Citizenship (DIAC).

He was initially appointed in July 2005, and reappointed in July 2009.
Mr Metcalfe is a member of the Administrative Review Council (since 2003) and a board
member of the National Australia Day Council (since 2002). He has chaired the
Commonwealth–State Standing Committee on Immigration and Multicultural Affairs since
2005, and is a member of the Public Service Medal Committee (since 2008).
Mr Metcalfe is currently the President of the Institute of Public Administration Australia (ACT),
and is a White Ribbon Ambassador. He is Patron of EXPAND, a public sector-wide network of
Executive Assistants and Personal Assistants. He was Patron of the Gundaroo Bush Festival in
2008.
Between August 2002 and July 2005, Mr Metcalfe was a deputy secretary of the Department
of Prime Minister and Cabinet, where he was responsible for coordination of policy advice to
the Prime Minister on national security, foreign affairs and machinery of government issues.
He was the inaugural chair of the National Counter-Terrorism Committee, chaired the
Australian Government Counter-Terrorism Policy Committee, and was an ex-officio member of
the Council of the Order of Australia.
Having joined the Australian Public Service in 1980 as an administrative trainee, Mr Metcalfe
has held a series of positions in the Department of Immigration and Citizenship (or its
predecessors):

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Deputy Secretary (1999-2002)
First Assistant Secretary, Border Control and Compliance Division (1998-99)
Chief of Staff to the Minister for Immigration, the Hon Philip Ruddock MP (1996-97)
Assistant Secretary, Legal Branch (1993-96)
Regional Migration Director, Australian Consulate-General Hong Kong (1989-93)
Deputy State Director, Victoria State Office (1987-89)
Director, Legal Branch (1986-88)
Executive Officer to the Secretary (1984)
Various roles, including Parliamentary Liaison Officer, Queensland State Office (1981-84)
In 1985 Mr Metcalfe worked as a policy officer in the Office of the Status of Women,
Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet.

Mr Metcalfe was born in Toowoomba, Queensland and educated at the Rangeville State
School, the Toowoomba Grammar School (Dux, 1976) and the University of Queensland. He
holds the degrees of Bachelor of Arts and Bachelor of Laws, and is a Fellow of the Australian
Institute of Management. In September 2010 he was named “Federal Government Leader of
the Year” by the Institute of Chartered Accountants Australia.
Mr Metcalfe is married, with two teenage children.
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Secretary Bio
Mr Dennis Richardson,

Secretary, Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade.
Commenced on 13 January 2010.


Ambassador of Australia to the United States, June 2005-December 2009.



Director-General of the Australian Security Intelligence Organisation 1996-2005.



Deputy Secretary of the Department of Immigration and Multicultural Affairs 1993-1996.



Head of the Review of the Intelligence Community post Cold War 1992.



Principal Adviser to the Prime Minister 1990-1991.



Various senior public service roles in the Departments of the Prime Minister and Cabinet
and Immigration 1986-1990.



A range of positions in the then Department of Foreign Affairs, with postings to Nairobi,
Port Moresby and Jakarta 1969-1986.



Graduated from Sydney University with a Bachelor of Arts (Honours) 1968.



Awarded an AO in 2003.



Born in Kempsey NSW in 1947.



Married to Betty and has one son and one daughter.

Ms Glenys Beauchamp PSM, Secretary, Department of Regional Australia, Regional
Development and Local Government since September 2010.
Deputy Secretary (Governance) in the Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet from
August 2009. In December 2009, Ms Beauchamp was appointed Commonwealth Co-ordinator
General to oversee implementation of the Government‟s Economic Stimulus Plan. Prior to her
appointment to PM&C, Ms Beauchamp worked in the Department of Families, Housing,
Community Services and Indigenous Affairs (FaHCSIA) as a First Assistant Secretary and
Deputy Secretary. During her time in FaHCSIA, Ms Beauchamp had oversight of policy
agendas in relation to the child support reforms, early childhood including child protection,
families, disability and carers and Office for Women. Prior to joining FaHCSIA, Ms Beauchamp
held a number of senior positions in the ACT public service.
Ms Beauchamp has an economics degree from the Australian National University and an MBA
from the University of Canberra. She was also a member of the Australian Institute of Family
Studies Advisory Council and is currently on the Australian Statistics Advisory Council. On 14
June 2010, Ms Beauchamp was awarded a Public Service Medal for outstanding public service
in coordinating the Australian Government‟s response to the 2009 Victorian bushfires.
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Debate Rules
Adapted from ACT Debating Unit Inc. competition rules.

1.

Teams
1.1. Each team has four speakers and a silent partner/reserve member.

2.

Reserve members
2.1. Reserve member(s) will be called to the team if one or more parties
are not able to fulfil their debate obligation on the day. The reserve
member(s) should be included in all team preparation so they are
capable of taking the place of any speaking team member if
required.

3.

Speaking order
3.1. The affirmative (Government) team speaks first, with the negative
(Opposition) team to follow in the following order:
 1st affirmative Jeremy Strasser
 1st negative Andrew Metcalfe


2nd affirmative William Witheridge

 2nd negative Finn Pratt
 3rd affirmative Tess McSpedden
 3rd negative Jane Halton
 Rebuttal affirmative Frances Bevan
 Rebuttal negative Dennis Richardson
 Silent affirmative Elizabeth Sinclair
 Silent negative Glenys Beauchamp
4.

Speaking times
4.1. Each speaker has a speaking time of 4-5 minutes.

5.

Bell times
5.1. The event host (Adam Spencer) will time each speaker
5.2. There will be a single bell at 4 minutes
5.3. There will be two bells at 5 minutes
5.4. If the speaker has not sat down 15 seconds after the second bells
ring, they will be asked to do so by the host (Adam Spencer).
**These rules are final and are not subject to negotiation or change**
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Debate Speaking Roles
1st affirmative must:





define the topic.
present the affirmative's team line.
outline briefly what each speaker in their team
will talk about.
present the first 1/3 of the affirmative case.

2nd affirmative must:


reaffirm the affimative's team line.



rebut the main points presented by the 1st
negative.




1st negative must:


accept or reject the definition. If you don't do this
it is assumed that you accept the definition.



present the negative team line.



outline briefly what each of the negative speakers
will say.



rebut a few of the main points of the first
affirmative speaker.



the 1st negative should spend about one quarter
of their time rebutting.



present the first 1/3 of the negative team's case.

2nd negative must:


reaffirm the negative's team line.



the 2nd affirmative should spend about one
third of their time rebutting.

rebut some of the main points of the affirmative's
case.



present the second 2/3 of the affirmative's
case.

the 2nd negative should spend about one third of
their time rebutting.



present the second 2/3 of the negative's case.

3rd affirmative must:


reaffirm the affimative's team line.



rebut the main points presented by the 1st and
2nd negative.




3rd negative must:


reaffirm the negative's team line.



the 3rd affirmative should spend about one
third of their time rebutting.

rebut some of the main points of the affirmative's
case.



present the remaining third of the affirmative's
case.

the 3rd negative should spend about one third of
their time rebutting.



present the remaining third of the negative's case.

4th affirmative must:


reaffirm the affirmative's team line.



rebut all the remaining points of the negative's
case.



the 4th affirmative should spend about two
thirds to three quarters of their time rebutting.



present a summary of the affirmative's case.



round off the debate for the affirmative.

4th negative must:


reaffirm the negative's team line.



rebut all the remaining points of the affirmative's
case.



the 4th negative should spend about two thirds to
three quarters of their time rebutting.



present a summary of the negative's case.



round off the debate for the negative.



Neither 4th speaker may introduce any new parts
of their team's cases

Silent Speaker is a real speaker in the debate except DOES not actually speak. The Silent Speaker
prepares with the team and sits with a team during the debate to advise them. The benefit of this speaker is
that they can keep a clear head while advising the team, and, develop a clear overview of the main issues of
the debate. Some things that a silent speaker should do are:
1)
2)
3)
4)

Be involved in preparation so that they have a clear idea of their team's case.
Take notes during the debate and prioritise issues.
Think of strong rebuttal and give that to the other three speakers clearly written and explained.
Step-up when a designated speaker is unavailable on the day.
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Debating Structure
The Commission Great APS Debate follows the guidelines, principles and rules
of the ACT Debating Union and Ford debating rules.
As a TEAM - A good team involves unity and logic. Each member of the team
needs to reinforce the team line and be consistent with what has already
been said and what will be said by the other members of their team.
INDIVIDUAL. Structure your own speech well. The first step is to have a
clear idea of your own arguments and which examples you will be using to
support those arguments. As you speak make a clear division between
arguments and let the audience know when you are moving from one
argument to the next.
When you are presenting one particular argument make sure that the
argument is logical (makes sense) and that you make clear links between
your team line and the argument, and between the argument and the
examples that you will use to support it.
Rebuttal should be organised the same way. Address each argument that the
opposition presents in turn. Spend a little while on each and then move on to
the next. That way the other team's case is completely demolished.
Also organise your speech well in terms of time. Adjudicators can pick up
when you are waffling just to fill in time and can see when you've spent too
long on one point.
In debating, each team will present points in favour of their case. They will
also spend some time criticising the arguments presented by the other team.
This is called rebuttal. There are a few things to remember about rebuttal.
Logic – to disagree with the other team is not enough. You have to show
why the other side is wrong. This is best done by taking a main point of the
other side's argument and showing that it does not make sense. This needs to
be done quickly and is one of the most challenging and enjoyable aspects of
debating.
Pick important points - try to rebut the most important points of the other
side's case. You will find that after a while these are easier and easier to spot.
One obvious spot to find them is when the first speaker of the other team
outlines briefly what the rest of the team will say. But do not rebut those
points until after they have actually been presented by the other team.
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The Adjudicator Panel and Role
The role of the adjudication panel is to decide the outcome of the debate and provide a fair,
impartial and professional feedback to the two debate teams.
Each adjudicator is required to:
 Has a good understanding and appreciation of the Debate Rules (Page 7)
 Listen to each of the debater‟s presentations;
 Take notes of the merits and strengths of each speaker‟s debate and argument
content;
 Formulate a brief evaluation for each debate team;
 Decide on the team they perceive to be the winning team and provide their decision
(in-confidence) to Adam Spencer who will announce the winning team at the
conclusion of the debate; and
 Provide verbal feedback (3 - 5 minutes per adjudicator) to the debate teams.
The adjudication panel will be seated on stage with the debate teams and event. The
independent adjudication panel include:
Greg O’Mahoney is a panellist on Sky News Saturday Agenda and a former World
Debating Champion. Greg is a previous editor of Honi Soit the University of
Sydney‟s student newspaper and world class debater. Greg is also a distinguished
alumni member of the University of Sydney. In 2001 he was crowned the World
Debating Champion, and the following year, won a Rhodes scholarship. In 2009,
Greg guest lectured at the University of Sydney‟s law school campus.
Virginia Haussegger is the face of ABC TV News in Canberra. She is an award
winning journalist, author and commentator whose extensive media career
spans more than 20 years. Virginia‟s outspoken views on women, and their
place in contemporary society, have been widely debated in the Australian
media. Her seminal article on feminism and childlessness was ranked by The
Age newspaper as among the most significant opinion pieces published in its
150 year history. Her book “Wonder Woman: The myth of 'having it all'” was
launched by Julia Gillard at the National Press Club in 2005.
Julie McKay has been the Executive Director of UN Women Australia (formally
UNIFEM Australia) since March 2007 and during this time she spent 9 months as
the National Campaign Manager for the White Ribbon Campaign. Julie has
experience in both the corporate and NGO sectors. Julie is passionate about
capacity development of the NGO sector, and in a voluntary capacity sits on the
boards of the United Nations Association of Australia, the YWCA of Canberra and
Australians Helping Aboard. Julie has experience in both debating and debate
adjudication and recently debated for the winning team at AIM‟s Women in
Management Great Debate. Julie holds a Masters in Public Policy majoring in economic policy from the
Australian National University. This year, Julie was selected to study Sydney University‟s Global MBA
Program, where she holds a scholarship for NGO leadership.
Mr Anthony Lieu is currently the President of the ACT Debating Union. He is in third
year studying commerce and law at the Australian National University and has
represented ANU as both a debater and adjudicator at several intervarsity
competitions. In 2012, he will be the tournament director for the Australian
Intervarsity Debating Championships. Anthony currently works at TransACT and is also
involved with the ANU Law Students' Society and ANU Debating Society.
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SES Mentors – Graduate Team
Mr David Fintan, Branch Manager, Public Law,
Department of Families, Housing, Community Services
and Indigenous Affairs
The Public Law Branch is one half of FaHCSIA Legal, the
Department‟s in-house government legal practice.
David has been in legal practice for over 10 years. Before joining the Department at the
end of 2006, David spent six years in private legal practice, principally at
DLA Phillips Fox. David specialises in all aspects of public law, including administrative
law, statutory interpretation, constitutional law and machinery of government. He has a
very keen interest in the professionalisation and development of in-house government
legal practice, which has been a topical theme following the recent Blunn/Krieger and
Gruen reports on government procurement of legal services.
David has volunteered his time and guidance as a SES mentor for the Great APS
Graduate Debate since 2009.

Ms Helen Cox, General Manager,
Market Competitiveness Branch, Tourism Division,
Department of Resources, Energy and Tourism
Her responsibilities include advice on aviation, infrastructure and
transport for tourism and on sustainable and indigenous tourism and
coordinating Australia's tourism multilateral and bilateral relationships.
Prior to her appointment to her current position in early 2006, Helen worked for five
years as a government relations advisor, providing strategic and tactical advice to clients
on their public policy objectives, following a long career in the Commonwealth public
service as an industry policy advisor.
Helen has volunteered her time and guidance as a SES mentor for the Great APS
Graduate Debate since 2010.

Mr Owen Hammond CSC, Assistant Secretary,
Department of Finance and Deregulation

After 21 years of RAAF service, Mr Hammond joined the APS to
continue work in shaping infrastructure projects and whole of life
management of infrastructure. He moved to the Department of
Finance and Deregulation to take carriage of the National Portrait
Gallery project and is currently engaged on the inception phase of an
inland port proposed for Moorebank in Sydney.
Recognising science graduates have an innate inability to effectively communicate, he
was a member of the SES debate team thought to be the only one to have ever beaten a
graduate team and is honoured to mentor graduates for the Great APS Graduate Debate.
Owen has volunteered his time and guidance as a SES mentor for the Great APS
Graduate Debate since 2010.
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Host and MC – Mr Adam Spencer’s biography
Adam Spencer began his career in radio by winning the Triple
J Raw Comedy championship in 1996. From there, Adam
became a casual presenter, and eventually took over the
coveted Triple J breakfast time slot, co hosting with Wil
Anderson from 1999 - 2004. A consummate learner, Adam
holds a first class honours degree in Pure Mathematics and
has an immense interest in science. These passions lead
Adam to hosting the ABC program Qantum and FAQ from
1998 to 2001. Prior to this Adam was a regular guest on
Channel Ten‟s Good News Week series, ABC's The Fat and
continued to be a regular guest on The Glasshouse. In 2003
Adam hosted Hit & Run for the Foxtel‟s Comedy Channel and
in 2005 Adam hosted Joker Poker for Freehand Group which screened on Channel Ten.
Adam returned to radio in 2006 where he still presents the highly coveted breakfast
show for ABC 702.
Adam‟s other outstanding achievements include being voted “Best Speaker in the World”
at the World University Debating Championships. Prior to this, Adam was captain of the
Australian Debating Team for 3 years. He was winner of the National Championships
and winner of the Australian University Championships. Adam was a regular performer
at Belvoir Street Theatre‟s „Theatresports‟ and speaks regularly at science and maths
conferences Australia wide.
Adam‟s book Little Book of Numbers has been published by Penguin and has been
translated into many languages around the world.
At the end of 2004 Adam and his co presenter on Triple J Wil Anderson toured the nation
with The Last Time Tour, which sold out in every capital city and celebrated their time on
Triple J. Adam has also toured for 4 years with Dr Karl Kruszelnicki in the Sleek Geek
Tour, which is held during Science Week and is an hilarious one hour show combining
ground breaking science with side breaking comedy. The Sleek Geeks television series
which aired on ABC followed where Adam and fellow geek Dr Karl Kruszelnicki answer
some fascinating scientific questions we encounter regularly in everyday life. Adam is a
regular guest on Channel Seven‟s Morning Show „The Jury‟. Adam has had extensive
experience on various boards and authorities; he continues to serve on the Senate of the
University of Sydney, the NSW Premier's Advisory Committee on Greenhouse and Global
Warming and the NSW Health Department's Clinical Ethics Review Committee as well as
being an ambassador for the Fred Hollows Foundation and helping out with numerous
charities. This wide-ranging exposure provides many potential areas of discussion in
keynote addresses and conference sessions making Adam a firm favourite on the
corporate convention and after-dinner speakers‟ circuit.
Adam has worked for more than 300 clients including Pharmacy Guild, Australian Bureau
of Statistics, Zurich Financial Services, KPMG, Spatial Sciences Institute, Griffith Hack,
TAFE NSW, CISCO Systems, Planning Institute of Australia, Queensland Resources
Council, Grant Samuel Investment Bankers, Pearson Education, Australian Primary
Principals Association, UBS Finance Academy, Time Magazine, Fairfax Business Media,
Australian Financial Revue, Minerals Council of Australia and Finance & Treasury
Association to name a few.
In May 2009, Adam Spencer hosted the Australian Public Service Commission‟s inaugural
Great APS Graduate Debate. Excellent feedback was received from participants at this
event which can, in part, be attributed to Adam‟s extensive debating experience and his
entertaining and valuable contribution to the event.
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Order of Proceedings
A full dress rehearsal has been scheduled from Monday, 1 August 2011, at the Canberra Theatre.
Rehearsal times are listed below:





AV and Technical Set up 9:00am – 12:00pm
Graduate Panel rehearsal 1:00pm – 3:00pm (SES mentors welcome to attend)
Secretary Panel Rehearsal 4:00pm - 6:00pm.
Timings are finals and outside these hours will incur penalty fees to Theatre

10:00am

Venue set up and sound check

11.00am

Debate teams arrive for rehearsal, and to meet Adam Spencer

11:45am

Participants begin arriving for registration
Short networking and a Light Lunch (foyer)
Lunch for VIP‟s, Adam Spencer and GDP participants held in
separate location in Canberra Theatre

12:45pm

Commencement of seating

1:00pm

Prompt start – welcome and introduction by
Mr Stephen Sedgwick, Australian Public Service Commissioner

1:10pm

Adam Spencer takes the stage - Debate commences

2:00pm

Debate concludes and adjudicators deliberate (20 mins

approx)

Adam to entertain audience including audience twitter
2:15pm

Adam Spencer facilitates audience vote – check twitter
comments/votes

2:20pm

Adjudicators provide feedback to debate teams

2:40pm

Adam Spencer invites Commissioner back to the stage and
announces winning team and presents trophy with
Commissioner

2:55pm

Commissioner to present closing address

3:00pm

Event concludes
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General Event Logistics
Dress Rehearsal
 A full dress rehearsal will be conducted at the Canberra Theatre on Monday, 1 August
2011. All teams are required to have all AV and music requirements provided to the
APSC by this time.
 Timings: AV and Technical Set up (9:00am – 12:00pm), Graduate Panel rehearsal
1:00pm – 3:00pm, Secretary Panel Rehearsal time 4:00pm-6:00pm.
o Timings are finals and outside these hours will incur penalty fees to Theatre
Registration
 Registration will commence at 11:45am. It is expected that 800–1200 participants
will attend the event. The debate will commence promptly at 1:00pm.
 Five registration tables (grouped alphabetically) will be set-up in the foyer of the
Canberra Theatre.
Audio visual and technical aspects
 The debate proceedings will be projected on to the screen either at the rear of the
stage or on either side of the stage.
 Audience members will be able to participate in „live‟ tweets via twitter that will be fed
to Adam Spencer and the Adjudication panel for use as required.
 The event will be filmed for graduates located outside of Canberra who are unable to
attend the event.
 A photographer will also be present at the event.
 All material obtained will be used for marketing, promotional and briefing purposes in
future years.
Stage set-up
 The stage will be set up with three trestle tables for the:
 Independent four person adjudication panel;
 the affirmative (Government) debate team; and
 negative (Opposition) debate team.
 Adam Spencer will be positioned (on a Throne) in-between the affirmative and
negative teams and will be wired with a lapel mic.
 Each panel table will be set up with TWO table microphones, notepads and water.
 A lectern will also be positioned on stage for use in the official opening and closing of
the event, and for use by each debater and the host (as required).
 A PowerPoint remote will be provided at the lectern for use by debaters as required.
 There will be no questions from the audience taken at this event. However,
Adam Spencer will engage with the audience throughout the event and access twitter.
Parking
There is very limited car parking at the Canberra Theatre. It is advisable that guests
arrive early as the event is being staged during lunch time and parking will be extremely
difficult.
It is customary and advisable for VIPs to arrive by taxi or be dropped at the
venue.
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Participants
The target audience for the Great APS Debate is current and former graduates, graduate
coordinators, graduate recruiters, HR professionals and graduate supervisors.
However this unique event is open to all APS employees to attend.
To date 47 agencies across the APS have registered to attend the event with over 800
registrations already received.
Agencies currently registered to attend the event are listed below.
AIM
Attorney-General's Department
Ausaid
Department of Broadband, Communications and the Digital Economy
Australian Bureau of Statistics
Australian Competition & Consumer Commission
Australian Customs and Border Protection Service
Australian Electoral Commission
Australian Law Enforcement and Integrity
Australian Institute of Health and Welfare
Australian Institute of Management
Australian National Audit Office
Australian Pesticides and Veterinary Medicines Authority
Australian Public Service Commission
Australian Sports Commission
Australian Taxation Office
Comcare
Department of Agriculture, Fisheries and Forestry
Department of Broadband, Communications and the Digital Economy
Department of Climate Change and Energy Efficiency
Department of Defence
Department of Education, Employment and Workplace Relations
Department of Families, Housing, Community Services and Indigenous Affairs
Department of Finance and Deregulation
Department of Fisheries Management Authority
Department of Foreign Affairs & Trade
Department of Health and Ageing
Department of Human Services
Centrelink
Child Support Agency
Medicare
Department of Immigration and Citizenship
Department of Infrastructure and Transport
Department of Innovation, Industry, Science and Research
Department of Regional Australia, Regional Development and Local Government
Department of Resources, Energy and Tourism
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The Great APS Graduate Debate 2011
Full Event Pack
Key Event Contact Numbers
Event Manager
Thushanthee Wickramasekera
APS Education Team
Phone: 02 6202 3560
Mobile: 0411 239 357
Email: Thushanthee.wickramasekera@apsc.gov.au

Mr Paul Russell
Director
APS Education Team
Phone: 02 6202 3804

Craig Cowan
Assistant Director
APS Education Team
Phone: 02 6202 3898

Mobile: 0412 614 966
Email: paul.russell@apsc.gov.au

Mobile: 0431 513 222
Email: craig.cowan@apsc.gov.au

Canberra Theatre
Alan Foulkes
House Manager
02 6243 5798
0421 615 878
Email: alan.foulkes@act.gov.au
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